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CUSTOM BUILD

Sorrento symphony
BY CHRIS THURMOTT

Built near the coast, this
stunning three-storey home
presents the ultimate in
luxury and elegance, while still
being a functional and familyfriendly home.
Zorzi Builders Design and Development
Manager David Reynolds said the
combination of the home’s location in
Sorrento with the sheer size of the rooms
and the use of white throughout gave it a
real sense of casual elegance.

while three have walk-in robes, with the
fourth featuring a large built-in robe.
Mr Reynolds said the master suite was
definitely the pick of the litter, with its
voluminous L-shape layout, custom
makeup station and matching lighting
making it the envy of many.
A well-appointed ensuite completes the
master suite, with a freestanding bath and
massive walk-in shower.
Described by Mr Reynolds as “a
sophisticated combination of design,
volume and light”, the double-height
entryway boasts a stunning crystal
chandelier.

“It is a home where the quality and
formality are evident, however the style
and open feeling make the home liveable
and casual,” he said.

“A crystal chandelier over a black grand
piano creates a crescendo of colour and
light at certain times of the day that is
quite spectacular,” Mr Reynolds said.

There are four bedrooms found on the
uppermost storey of this home. Two of
these include access to their own ensuite

The feature staircase with crisp glass
balustrade leads off from the entryway and
brings the below-ground custom cellar
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of style and space
into view through a plate glass viewing
window. The cellar includes American oak
feature timber racking.

to expand and retract the home at will,
depending on numbers and weather,” Mr
Reynolds said.

“Off the custom cellar is a dedicated music
room for the owner’s sons to practise their
drums and guitars to their heart’s content,”
Mr Reynolds said.

The rest of the outside space is dominated
by the swimming pool that is fed by the
built-in water feature in the rear retaining
wall and planters.

“At over 50sqm, this room is the ultimate
man cave.”

Mr Reynolds said this made for a dramatic
backdrop to the backyard as well as the
rear portion of the home.

Mr Reynolds said the outside entertaining
area had been designed to be an integral
part of the overall home design.
The alfresco is serviced directly from the
scullery that adjoins the spectacular kitchen,
which has large bi-fold doors to completely
link the inside and outside space.
Bi-fold doors feature heavily in the games
room, linking the space with both the
kitchen and the alfresco. Their inclusion
affords optimum choice over the size of the
different spaces.
“Entertaining means space and the ability

With no fewer than six living areas, this
home epitomises the symbiosis of an
elegant design with a functional living
environment.
The inclusion of numerous windows
allows natural light to flood the home and
provides spectacular ocean views from a
number of different areas.
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